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Abstract
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model, tau sleptons τ˜1,2 and neutralinos
χ˜01,2 are expected to be among the lightest supersymmetric particles that can be
produced copiously at future e+e− linear colliders. We analyze τ˜ pair and χ˜01χ˜
0
2
production under the assumption mχ˜0
1
< mτ˜1 < mχ˜0
2
, allowing the relevant parame-
ters of the SUSY Lagrangian to have complex phases. We show that the transverse
and normal components of the polarization vector of the τ lepton produced in χ˜02
decays offer sensitive probes of these phases.
1
1 Introduction
In extending the standard model (SM) of strong and electroweak interactions, supersym-
metry (SUSY) provides a well–motivated framework with several virtues [1]. Weak–scale
SUSY has its natural answer to the gauge hierarchy problem [2], achieves gauge unifica-
tion without the ad hoc introduction of additional particles [3], and radiatively explains
the electroweak symmetry breaking in terms of the large top quark mass [4]. Moreover, R
parity conserving SUSY offers a compelling candidate for the cold dark-matter component
of the Universe [5].
Since none of the superpartners has been found, SUSY is apparently broken if it exists
at all. Only soft breaking terms are allowed, however, if SUSY is meant to solve the hier-
archy problem. Even though this softness leads to experimentally accessible signatures of
the superpartners, the presence of many new (generally complex) parameters complicates
the phenomenological situation: Without a specific mechanism for SUSY breaking, even
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) more than one hundred new
parameters are introduced [6]. Therefore precision measurements of these soft breaking
terms as well as other fundamental SUSY parameters are essential to explore the SUSY
breaking mechanism. Here we discuss how to extract the parameters, in particular the
CP–odd phases, in the scalar tau (stau) and neutralino sectors of the MSSM. Recall that
CP–odd phases are needed [7] for the dynamical generation of the baryon asymmetry of
the Universe; the phase in the CKM (quark mixing) matrix is most likely not sufficient.
The third generation scalars’ CP phases have drawn a lot of interest as these phases
can be large without any conflict with experimental constraints. In contrast, the first
two generation sfermions are severely constrained by measurements of the electric dipole
moments of the electron, muon, and neutron [8]: Either their CP violating phases are very
small or their masses are very large, well above 1 TeV, or parameters are adjusted such that
different contributions cancel to very good precision [9]. Apart from the absence of a well-
established mechanism to suppress the CP violating phases for the first two generations,
other difficulties such as potentially large flavor changing neutral currents [10], and rapid
proton decay through dimension five operators in SUSY GUTs [11], prefer very heavy
first two generation sfermions [12]. In contrast, third generation sfermions are expected
to be light (“inverted hierarchy”) due to their central role in the naturalness problem as
well as due to their large Yukawa couplings which substantially reduce their masses at
the electroweak scale. Therefore, O(1) CP violating phases and relatively small masses
of third generation sfermions are well motivated and phenomenologically viable.
The stau sector may well allow the first measurement of CP violating phases of
sfermions at a future linear collider (FLC) with c.m. energy of up to 500 GeV: In inverted
hierarchy models, only some light neutralinos, charginos and third–generation sfermions
are expected to be produced at the FLC whereas the other supersymmetric particles are
not accessible [13]. Our main focus is on the CP violating phase in the stau sector, φτ˜ .
This phase is associated with τ˜L − τ˜R mixing, which in turn is enhanced for large values
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of the ratio tanβ of Higgs vacuum expectation values. Note that tan β as high as 50 is
preferred in some SO(10) grand unified models with Yukawa unification [14]. In contrast,
scenarios with tanβ near unity are severely constrained by Higgs searches at LEP [15].
We will see that tanβ = 10 is sufficient to generate large CP–violating effects.
A phenomenologically significant question is which observable is sensitive to the phase
φτ˜ . The stau is expected to be advantageous in constructing CP-odd observables since
one of its decay products, the tau lepton, also decays, which enables us to measure the tau
polarization. In the simplest decay channel τ˜± → τ±χ˜01, however, the invisibility of the
LSP χ˜01 allows only two measurable vectors, the three-momentum and polarization vector
of the tau: No CP–odd observable can be constructed. Among two-step cascade decays,
the decay of the second lightest neutralino χ˜02 into a stau and a tau lepton, followed by
the stau decay, is one of the most promising candidates especially if tan β is not small.
χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production has one of the lowest threshold energies of all SUSY processes that lead
to visible final states. Moreover, if mχ˜0
1
< mτ˜1 < mχ˜0
2
, the decay χ˜02 → τ˜±1 τ∓ has a
large branching ratio, often near 100%. Finally, CP–odd observables∗ can be constructed,
since the χ˜02 in the intermediate state is polarized. Previous studies [16] have focused on
χ02 → ℓ+ℓ−χ˜01 decays (ℓ = e, µ, τ), using the triple product of the ℓ± 3–momenta with the
incident e− beam 3–momentum as CP–odd observable. This allows to probe CP violation
in the neutralino sector, but is not sensitive to φτ˜ . Here we focus on the case ℓ = τ , and
construct CP–odd observables involving the spin of of the τ lepton produced in the first
step of χ˜02 decay.
†
Our purpose in this paper is to show that these observables are indeed sensitive to
φτ˜ . We work in the general CP–noninvariant MSSM framework with sizable tanβ and
heavy first and second generation sfermions. A specific CP–violating scenario for SUSY
parameters is introduced in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we describe the mixing formalism in the
stau and neutralino sectors, focusing on their CP properties. Section 4 deals with the
cross sections for the neutralino pair and the stau pair production at an e+e− collider
with polarized beams. The assumption of heavy first and second generation sfermions
simplifies the helicity amplitudes of the process e+e− → χ˜0i χ˜0j . The expression for the
neutralino polarization vector is also given. Section 5 is devoted to the formal description
of the decays of the stau and the neutralino with special emphasis on the polarization
of the tau leptons. Through the spin/momentum correlations of the neutralino and tau
lepton, we suggest that the polarization asymmetries of the final tau lepton are useful to
probe the CP violating phase. Sec. 6 contains a Monte Carlo simulation of two points of
parameter space. We find CP–odd asymmetries of up to 30% for some regions of phase
∗In this paper we do not distinguish between CP and T violation, since we assume the CPT theorem
to hold.
†The process e+e− → χ˜01χ˜02 → χ˜01χ˜01τ+τ− has very recently also been studied in ref.[17]. In that study
identical soft breaking masses in the e˜ and τ˜ sectors were assumed. This leads to much larger signal cross
sections; however, the experimental bounds on de, which were not considered in ref.[17], greatly constrain
such scenarios.
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space. Finally, Sec. 7 summarizes our results and concludes.
2 A SUSY scenario
As a general framework, we consider the CP–noninvariant MSSM with sizable tanβ.
We also assume that the first and second generation sfermions are heavy enough to be
effectively decoupled from the theory for a 500 GeV LC. A large CP violating phase in
the stau sector is then allowed without violating any constraint from the electric dipole
moments of the electron, neutron and mercury atom. We choose the c.m. energy of
the FLC such that χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production is possible whereas χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 production is not. We also
assume that e+e− → τ˜±1 τ˜∓1,2 production can be studied, possibly by running the FLC at a
higher energy. We assume that the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the lightest
neutralino χ˜01. Because of R–parity conservation, the LSP is stable and escapes detection.
The decay products of any SUSY particle contains at least one χ˜01.
One of the core missions of the FLC is the precision measurement of the fundamental
SUSY parameters, the first step to reveal the supersymmetry breaking mechanism and
to open a window onto the final theory at the Planck scale [18]. The chargino/neutralino
sector involves as fundamental parameters the SU(2) gaugino mass M2 (which can be
chosen real and positive), the U(1) gaugino mass M1 = |M1| eiΦ1 , the higgsino mass
parameter µ = |µ| eiΦµ, and the parameter tanβ. The stau sector has the SU(2) doublet
and singlet soft breaking mass parameters m˜L and m˜R, the trilinear τ˜
∗
R–τ˜L–H1 coupling
Aτ = |Aτ | eiΦAτ as well as the parameters µ and tan β. These seven real and positive
parameters and three CP violating phases completely determine the mass spectrum and
mixing in the stau and chargino/neutralino sectors:
{|M1|, M2, |µ|, m˜L, m˜R, |Aτ |; tan β} and {Φ1, Φµ, ΦAτ} . (1)
Through the analysis of the neutralino and chargino system, strategies have been
developed in great detail [19, 20] to determine the gaugino mass parameters M1 and M2
as well as the higgsino parameter µ. If tan β >∼ 10 it is rather difficult to accurately
measure its value, since the neutralino and chargino masses and mixing angles are not
sensitive to tanβ in this case. On the other hand, the longitudinal tau polarization from
τ˜1 decay, which could be measured within about 5% accuracy, can be used to determine
[21] high values of tan β with an error of about 5% [22]. In Ref. [22], it is also shown that
the measurement of both τ˜i masses as well as the τ˜
+
1 τ˜
−
1 production cross section in the CP
conserving case can determine the parameter |Aτ |, if µ is known from other measurements:
Under favorable circumstances an error of about 5% in tanβ and of about 5% inmτ˜2 would
result in the measurement of |Aτ | with an accuracy of about 8%. However, none of these
observables is sensitive to the CP violating phase φτ˜ in the stau sector. On the other
hand, this phase cannot be determined independently of the other parameters in the τ˜
mass matrix.
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We therefore re–examine the following observables in the stau and neutralino sector:
1. The masses of the staus, mτ˜1,2 , and the masses of the light neutralinos, mχ˜0
1,2
.
2. The cross sections of the neutralino pair production, σ(χ˜01χ˜
0
2), and of the stau pair
production, σ(τ˜1τ˜1,2) with longitudinally polarized electron and positron beams.
3. The average polarizations of the second lightest neutralino and tau leptons.
4. The spin/momentum correlations between the second lightest neutralino and the tau
lepton in the decay process χ˜02 → τ˜1τ and the spin/angular/momentum correlations
of the final two tau leptons.
Only observables involving components of the τ spin orthogonal to the τ momentum have
a potential to probe φτ˜ .
Obviously the detailed decay pattern depends on the stau and neutralino mass spec-
trum. Restricted to the case where the decay of the χ˜02 into a stau is allowed, i.e.
mχ˜0
2
> mτ˜1 , the following two mass spectra are possible:
Spetrum I
~
0
1
~
1
~
0
2
~
2
Spetrum II
~
0
1
~
1
~
2
~
0
2
These spectra result in different decay patterns:
Spectrum I : τ˜±2 → τ±χ˜01,2, χ˜02 → τ±τ˜∓1 , τ˜±1 → τ±χ˜01 ; (2)
Spectrum II : χ˜02 → τ±τ˜∓1,2, τ˜±2 → τ±χ˜01, τ˜±1 → τ±χ˜01 . (3)
In the case of Spectrum I, the production process e+e− → χ˜02χ˜02 may also be possible
if e+e− → τ˜±1 τ˜∓2 is accessible, leading to events with four tau leptons and two lightest
neutralinos in the final state, from the sequential decay χ˜02 → τ+τ−χ˜01.
In the present work, we focus on Spectrum I‡. Considering the decays in Eq. (2), the
production processes e+e− → χ˜01χ˜02 and e+e− → τ˜+1 τ˜−1 can give rise to the same final state
with 2 τ ’s + 2 LSP’s, while the process e+e− → τ˜±1 τ˜∓2 could lead eventually to (2 or 4)
‡The decay patterns of Eq. (3) will lead to additional event topologies from χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production, requiring
independent analyses.
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τ ’s + 2 LSP’s, or 2 τ ’s + 2 ντ ’s + 2 LSP’s if τ˜
±
2 → χ˜±1 ντ and τ˜1 → χ˜±1 are kinematically
allowed.
It is crucial to find some distinct features to disentangle these reactions. First, we
will assume that χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production is studied at a beam energy where τ˜
±
1 τ˜
∓
2 production
is not accessible. This leaves us with at most two competing processes; note that χ˜01χ˜
0
2
production becomes possible at a lower energy than τ˜1 pair production if mτ˜1 > (mχ˜0
1
+
mχ˜0
2
)/2. If it is kinematically accessible, τ˜+1 τ˜
−
1 production tends to yield the two τ ’s back
to back, whereas χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production would have them more collinear, since they originate
from the same parent χ˜02. However, since above threshold σ(e
+e− → τ˜+1 τ˜−1 )≫ σ(e+e− →
χ˜01χ˜
0
2), angular distributions will not be sufficient to suppress the τ˜1 pair background. In
Secs. 5.3 and 6 we will therefore choose parameters such that the τ energy distributions
from these two processes do not overlap.
3 Stau and neutralino sector
3.1 Tau slepton mixing
The mass-squared matrix of the stau is, in the basis (τ˜L, τ˜R) [1]:
M 2τ˜ =
 m˜ 2L +m2τ +DL −mτ (A∗τ + µ tanβ)
−mτ (Aτ + µ∗ tanβ) m˜ 2R +m2τ +DR
 =
 m2LL m2∗RL
m2RL m
2
RR
 , (4)
where Aτ is the complex trilinear coupling, µ is the complex higgsino mass parameter,
tan β is the ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values, and m˜L and m˜R are respectively
the real SU(2) doublet and singlet soft breaking mass parameters. The D–terms are
DL =
(
s2W −
1
2
)
cos 2β m2Z , (5)
DR = −s2W cos 2β m2Z ,
where sW , cW , tW ≡ sin θW , cos θW , tan θW . Since cos 2β = −(tan2 β − 1)/(tan2 β + 1),
DL and DR become practically independent of tan β in the limit of large tanβ. On the
other hand, large tan β enhances the τ Yukawa coupling which in turn leads to substan-
tial mixing between the stau weak eigenstates. The off–diagonal entry m2RL will then
be dominated by the contribution ∝ µ∗. It will therefore be difficult to determine Aτ
experimentally if |Aτ | ≪ |µ| tanβ.
The Hermitian matrix in Eq. (4) is diagonalized by a unitary matrix Uτ˜ , parameterized
by a mixing angle θτ˜ and a phase φτ˜ :
Uτ˜ =
(
cos θτ˜ − sin θτ˜ e−iφτ˜
sin θτ˜ e
iφτ˜ cos θτ˜
)
, (6)
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which leads to U †τ˜M 2τ˜Uτ˜ = diag(m2τ˜1 , m2τ˜2) with the convention mτ˜2 ≥ mτ˜1 .
The physical masses are given by
m2τ˜1,2 =
1
2
[
m2LL +m
2
RR ∓
√
(m2LL −m2RR)2 + 4|m2RL|2
]
, (7)
and the stau mixing angle θτ˜ and the phase φτ˜ are
tan θτ˜ =
m2τ˜1 −m2LL
|m2RL|
, φτ˜ = arg(m
2
RL) . (8)
Note that −π/2 ≤ θτ˜ ≤ 0 in our convention, whereas φτ˜ can take any value between 0
and 2π.
An important question is whether physical observables can determine all the funda-
mental parameters in Eq. (4). Note that the mass parameters {m2LL, m2RR, |m2LR|} are
conversely expressed by
m2LL =
1
2
[
m2τ˜1 +m
2
τ˜2
− (m2τ˜2 −m2τ˜1) cos(2θτ˜ )
]
,
m2RR =
1
2
[
m2τ˜1 +m
2
τ˜2 + (m
2
τ˜2 −m2τ˜1) cos(2θτ˜ )
]
,
|m2RL| = −
1
2
(m2τ˜2 −m2τ˜1) sin(2θτ˜ ) . (9)
Since the cross sections for τ˜i τ˜j production depend on the mixing angle θτ˜ [21, 23], all
the quantities appearing on the r.h.s. of Eqs. (9) can be measured in τ˜ pair production.
In contrast, the phase φτ˜ cannot be determined from CP–even quantities such as the
(polarized) production cross sections only. In fact, it will affect τ˜ production at e+e−
colliders and their subsequent decay only in higher orders in perturbation theory, unless
τ˜1 and τ˜2 are so close in mass that τ˜1 − τ˜2 oscillations become significant [24].
3.2 Neutralino mixing
In the MSSM, the four neutralinos χ˜0i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are mixtures of the neutral U(1)
and SU(2) gauginos, B˜ and W˜ 3, and the higgsinos, H˜01 and H˜
0
2 [1]. In the CP–violating
MSSM the neutralino mass matrix in the (B˜, W˜ 3, H˜01 , H˜
0
2 ) basis is complex, given by
MN =

M1 0 −mZcβsW mZsβsW
0 M2 mZcβcW −mZsβcW
−mZcβsW mZcβcW 0 −µ
mZsβsW −mZsβcW −µ 0
 . (10)
Since the matrix MN is symmetric, a single unitary matrix N is sufficient to relate
the weak eigenstate basis with the mass eigenstate basis of the Majorana fields χ˜0i :
N∗MNN † = diag(mχ˜0
1
, mχ˜0
2
, mχ˜0
3
, mχ˜0
4
).
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We note that in the limit of large tanβ, the gaugino–higgsino mixing becomes almost
independent of tanβ, unlike the stau mixing. If tan β ≫ 1, measurements of neutralino
masses and mixings can therefore only yield a lower bound on this quantity. Furthermore,
the neutralino sector becomes independent of the phase Φµ in this limit.
3.3 Interaction vertices
In this section, we briefly summarize the interaction vertices relevant for the production
and decay of the staus and neutralinos. The unitary matrices Uτ˜ and N determine,
respectively, the couplings of the stau mass eigenstates τ˜1,2 and the neutralinos χ˜
0
i to SM
particles; both these matrices appear in the τ˜–χ˜0–τ couplings.
For the neutralino pair production with the selectron exchange diagrams ignored, it is
sufficient to consider the neutralino–neutralino–Z vertices:
〈χ˜0iR|Z|χ˜0jR〉 = −〈χ˜0iL|Z|χ˜0jL〉∗ =
g
2cW
[N∗i3Nj3 −N∗i4Nj4] . (11)
The stau pair production processes e+e− → τ˜±i τ˜∓j (i, j = 1, 2) proceed via s−channel γ
and Z exchange. The relevant τ˜–τ˜–γ and τ˜–τ˜–Z vertices are given by
〈τ˜i|γ|τ˜i〉 = e, 〈τ˜i|Z|τ˜j〉 = − g
cW
[
s2W δij −
1
2
(Uτ˜ )
∗
1i(Uτ˜ )1j
]
. (12)
The decays of τ˜ and χ˜0i involve both the stau and neutralino mixing, described by the
neutralino–stau–tau vertices
〈χ˜0i |τ˜−a |τ−〉 = −g
[
(QLia)
∗PL + (Q
R
ia)
∗PR
]
(a = 1, 2 and i = 1, · · · , 4) , (13)
where the left/right–handed couplings QL,R are
QLia =
Ni1tW√
2
[
−zi(Uτ˜ )La +
√
2hi(Uτ˜ )Ra
]
,
QRia =
N∗i1tW√
2
[
2(Uτ˜ )Ra +
√
2h∗i (Uτ˜ )La
]
. (14)
The coefficient zi (hi) denotes the relative strength of the left–handed gaugino (higgsino)
contribution to the right–handed gaugino contribution:
zi =
Ni1tW +Ni2
Ni1tW
, hi =
mτ√
2mW cos β
Ni3
Ni1tW
. (15)
Since in the large tanβ limit the neutralino masses and mixing are insensitive to tanβ,
only the coefficient hi contains a strong dependence on tanβ.
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4 Stau and neutralino pair production
4.1 Stau pair production
The matrix element for e+e− → τ˜−i τ˜+j receives contributions from γ and Z exchange.
Denoting by Θτ˜ the polar angle of τ˜
−
i with respect to the e
− beam direction, the transition
amplitudes for electron helicity σ = ±1 are
T
(
e+e− → τ˜−i τ˜+j
)
= −e2Zσij βij sinΘτ˜ , (16)
where βij = λ
1/2(1, m2τ˜i/s,m
2
τ˜j
/s) with λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 2(xy + yz + zx). The
vector chiral couplings are given by
Zσij = δij +DZ(s)
s2W − (1− σ)/4
c2W s
2
W
[
s2W δij −
1
2
(Uτ )
∗
1i(Uτ )1j
]
, (17)
and the Z−boson propagator is DZ(s) = s/(s−m2Z+imZΓZ). With the parameterization
in Eq. (6), the cross section for τ˜iτ˜i production depends on cos
2 θτ˜ . This is sufficient to
determine θτ˜ uniquely, since it is constrained to lie between −π/2 and 0, as remarked
earlier.
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Figure 1: The total cross sections for e+e− → τ˜1τ˜1 and e+e− → τ˜1τ˜2 as a function of
√
s.
Parameters are set as explained in the text.
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In Fig. 1, we present the total cross sections for e+e− → τ˜1τ˜1 and e+e− → τ˜1τ˜2 with
unpolarized beams as a function of
√
s for the following parameters:
m˜L = 185 GeV, m˜R = 115 GeV, |Aτ | = 1 TeV, |µ| = 200 GeV, (18)
Φµ = 0, ΦA = 0 .
The total cross section for τ˜1τ˜1 production is about 100 fb, large enough to probe the
τ˜1 sector in detail. The smallness of the off–diagonal couplings in Eq. (17) suppresses
the production of τ˜±1 τ˜
∓
2 compared to that of τ˜
±
1 τ˜
∓
1 . As usual for P–wave processes, the
cross sections rise slowly near threshold, σthresh ∝ β3, rendering the τ˜ mass determination
through threshold scans rather difficult
4.2 Neutralino pair production
As discussed earlier, we assume that first and second generation sfermions are very heavy.
The selectron exchange contributions to e+e− → χ˜0i χ˜0j (i, j = 1 · · · 4) can therefore be
ignored, leaving only the s−channel Z exchange diagram. The transition amplitudes can
be expressed in terms of generalized bilinear charges Qijαβ [20]:
T
(
e+e− → χ˜0i χ˜0j
)
=
e2
s
Qijαβ
[
v¯(e+)γµPαu(e
−)
] [
u¯(χ˜0i )γ
µPβv(χ˜
0
j)
]
. (19)
They describe the neutralino production processes for polarized electron and positron
beams, neglecting the electron mass. The first lower index in Qijαβ refers to the chirality
of the e± current, the second one to the chirality of the neutralino current. These bilinear
charges are
QijLL = −
(
QijRL
)∗
= αLDZZij , QijRL = −
(
QijRR
)∗
= αRDZZij , (20)
where αL = (s
2
W − 1/2)/(s2Wc2W ) and αR = 1/c2W . The matrices Zij are defined as
Zij = 1
2
(
Ni3N
∗
j3 −Ni4N∗j4
)
. (21)
Eq.(21) implies the CP relations Zij = Z∗ji, and hence Qijαβ =
(
Qjiαβ
)∗
if the Z width is
neglected.
It is known that polarized electron and positron beams are useful to determine the
wave–functions of the neutralinos [25, 20]. The electron and positron polarization vectors
are defined in the reference frame where the z−axis is in the electron beam direction.
We choose the electron and positron polarization vectors as P = (PT , 0, PL) and P¯ =
(P¯T cos η, P¯T sin η,−P¯L), respectively. The differential cross section is then given by
dσ
dΩ
{ij} = α
2
16 s(1 + δij)
λ1/2
[ {
(1− PLP¯L) + ξ (PL − P¯L)
}
ΣU + PT P¯T cos ηΣT
]
, (22)
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Figure 2: Total cross section for e+e− → χ˜01χ˜02 in fb. We fix tan β = 10, Pe = −0.8, and
P¯e = 0.6.
where ξ = (α2R− α2L)/(α2R +α2L) = −0.147 and the angular dependence of the coefficients
ΣU and ΣT is only from the polar angle Θi of the produced neutralino χ˜
0
i . Here λ =
[1 − (µi + µj)2][1 − (µi − µj)2] with µi = mχ˜0
i
/
√
s. Taking the Z–boson propagator real
by neglecting its width, the coefficients read
ΣU = 2D
2
Z(α
2
R + α
2
L)
[{
1− (µ2i − µ2j)2 + λ cos2Θi
}
|Zij|2 − 4µiµjℜe(Z2ij)
]
,
ΣT = 4λD
2
Z αRαL|Zij|2 sin2Θi . (23)
Note that the cross section is completely described by the two quantities |Zij|2 and ℜe(Z2ij)
for each neutralino pair production, if the polarization of the produced neutralinos is
ignored. Transversely polarized beams do not provide any independent information on
the neutralino mixing. In what follows, we therefore assume only longitudinally polarized
beams.
In order to probe the stau sector through the subsequent decay of χ˜02 → τ˜±1 τ∓ following
e+e− → χ˜01χ˜02, the first question is whether the χ˜01χ˜02 production cross section is sufficiently
large. In Fig. 2, we show σtot(e
+e− → χ˜01χ˜02) as a function of
√
s with tanβ = 10 and
Φ1 = 0. The beam polarizations are set as PL = −0.8 and P¯L = 0.6, which maximizes the
cross section if |PL| ≤ 0.8 and |P¯L| ≤ 0.6. The same choice of beam polarization minimizes
the τ˜1 pair background, if m˜R < m˜L as expected in most SUSY models. The gaugino
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mass unification relation |M1| = (5/3)t2WM2 with Φ1 = 0 is employed. For Φµ = 0, the
parameters are set as
M1 = 85 GeV, |µ| = 200 GeV . (24)
For Φµ = π/4 and π/2, parameters are chosen to yield the same neutralino mass spectrum
as the parameter set Eq. (24), i.e.,
mχ˜0
1
= 76± 0.1 GeV, mχ˜0
2
= 132± 0.1 GeV, mχ˜0
3
> 200 GeV . (25)
For given neutralino masses, a large phase Φµ slightly increases the total cross section.
Since the current expectation for the annual luminosity of the future linear collider is
about 1000 fb−1, we have a few thousands events.
4.3 Neutralino polarization vector
The neutralino polarization contains further information especially on the chiral structure
of the neutralinos. The polarization vector ~P i = (P iT ,P iN ,P iL) of the neutralino χ˜0i is
defined in its rest frame. The component P iL is parallel to the χ˜0i flight direction in the
e+e− c.m. frame, P iT is in the production plane, which we take to be the (x, z) plane, and
P iN is normal to the production plane, i.e. in y direction. An explicit calculation gives
P iL,T,N =
ξ (1− PLPL) + (PL − PL)
(1− PLPL) + ξ (PL − PL)
· ∆L,T,N
ΣU
, (26)
where ξ and ΣU have been introduced in Eq.(22). The coefficients ∆ are
∆L = 4|DZ |2(α2R + α2L) cosΘi
[
(1− µ2i − µ2j) |Zij|2 − 2µiµj ℜe(Z2ij)
]
,
∆T = −4|DZ|2(α2R + α2L) sinΘi
[
(1− µ2i + µ2j)µi |Zij|2 − (1 + µ2i − µ2j)µj ℜe(Z2ij)
]
,
∆N = −4|DZ |2(α2R + α2L) sinΘiλ1/2µj ℑm(Z2ij) . (27)
Since ξ = −0.147 is small, a sizable neutralino polarization is only possible in the presence
of large beam polarization. The measurement of the neutralino normal polarization is
crucial to probe ℑm(Z2ij).
In Fig. 3 we present the polarization vector of χ˜02 as a function of cosΘi with Φ1 =
Φµ = π/4. The sizable beam polarizations PL = −0.8 and P¯L = 0.6 do generate a
substantial polarization of the neutralino. We will see in the next Section that non–
vanishing polarization of the neutralino χ˜02 is essential for measuring the CP-violating
phase φτ˜ in the stau sector.
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Figure 3: Polarization vector components of χ˜02 as a function of cosΘi. We set
√
s = 300
GeV, M1 = 85 GeV, |µ| = 200 GeV, tan β = 10, Φ1 = Φµ = π/4, PL = −0.8 and
P¯L = 0.6.
5 Decay of the stau and neutralino
5.1 Stau decays
The decay distribution of the stau decay τ˜∓a → τ∓χ˜0i and the polarization 4–vector of the
final tau lepton in the rest frame of the tau slepton are given by
dΓ∓
dΩ∗1
=
g2mτ˜a λ
1/2
64 π2
(|QRia|2 + |QLia|2)
1− m2τ
m2τ˜a
−
m2χ˜0
i
m2τ˜a
− 2mτmχ˜0i
m2τ˜a
AiaT
 , (28)
Pτ∓µ = ∓
AiaL
1− 2mτmχ˜0
i
/(m2τ˜a −m2τ −m2χ˜0i )A
ia
T
(
mτ qiµ
k1 · qi −
k1µ
mτ
)
, (29)
where dΩ∗1 = d cos θ
∗
1dφ
∗
1 is the solid angle of the tau lepton in the τ˜a rest frame, k1 and
qi are the 4–momenta of the tau lepton τ
∓ and the neutralino χ˜0i , and the phase space
factor λ = λ(1, m2τ/m
2
τ˜a , m
2
χ˜0i
/m2τ˜a). Expressions for the Q
L,R
ia have been given in Eq. (14).
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For the sake of convenience, we introduce three tau polarization asymmetries:
AiaL =
|QRia|2 − |QLia|2
|QRia|2 + |QLia|2
, AiaT =
2ℜe(QRiaQL∗ia )
|QRia|2 + |QLia|2
, AiaN =
2ℑm(QRiaQL∗ia )
|QRia|2 + |QLia|2
. (30)
The average polarization of the τ lepton can be measured through τ lepton decays
within the detector [26, 27]. Eq.(29) shows that it is purely longitudinally polarized§; its
degree of polarization is given by
Pτ∓L = ±
λ1/2(m2τ˜a , m
2
τ , m
2
χ˜0i
)AiaL
m2τ˜a −m2τ −m2χ˜0i − 2mτmχ˜0i A
ia
T
→ ±AiaL for mτ˜a ≫ mτ . (31)
In the rest frame of the stau lepton the decay distribution (28) is isotropic, as in all 2–body
decays of scalar particles. The degree of longitudinal polarization (31) is constant over
phase space, depending only on the couplings QL,Ria . The magnitude of Pτ±L depends not
only on the stau mixing but also on the neutralino mixing as shown in Eq. (14). Since the
gaugino interaction with (s)fermions preserves chirality while the higgsino interaction flips
chirality, Pτ±L is sensitive to the τ Yukawa coupling [21]. Note that τ mass effects, which
have been neglected in refs.[21, 22, 17], introduce some dependence of PτL on the phase
φτ˜ , via AiaT . However, this dependence is almost always too weak to allow a measurement
of this phase through τ˜1 → χ˜01τ decays. Not only is mτmχ˜0
1
≪ m2τ˜a −m2χ˜0
1
−m2τ unless mχ˜0
1
is very close to mτ˜a , the coefficient A11T is usually also significantly smaller in magnitude
than 1.
Let us consider some limiting cases of the τ˜1 → χ˜01τ decay in the limit mτ˜1 ≫ mτ ,
involving the couplings QR,L11 . If the lightest neutralino is a pure Bino, the degree of
longitudinal polarization of the tau lepton becomes
Pτ (τ˜1 → B˜τ) = 4 sin
2 θτ˜ − cos2 θτ˜
4 sin2 θτ˜ + cos2 θτ˜
, (32)
which has some dependence on the stau mixing angle. If the lighter stau is right-handed,
we have
Pτ (τ˜R → χ˜01τ) =
2 t2W |N11|2 − Y 2τ |N13|2
2 t2W |N11|2 + Y 2τ |N13|2
, (33)
where Yτ = mτ/(
√
2mW cos β) is the τ Yukawa coupling divided by the SU(2) gauge
coupling. This will deviate significantly from unity only if tanβ is large, so that Yτ
becomes comparable to the U(1)Y gauge coupling, and the LSP has a significant higgsino
component. Since in most models, including the numerical examples we present below, the
LSP is indeed Bino–like and τ˜1 is dominantly τ˜R (i.e. θτ˜ is near −π/2), the polarization of
τ− from τ˜−1 decay is usually quite close to +1, with little dependence on SUSY parameters
(within the ranges allowed by the model) [28]. Measuring this polarization can thus test
this (large) class of models, but is often not very useful for determining parameters.
§The boost into the lab frame will in general produce a small tranverse polarization; however, it is
suppressed by a factor mτ/Eτ .
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5.2 Neutralino decays
We are interested in the following neutralino production and decay process:
e+ + e− −→ χ˜0j + χ˜0i
τ∓ + τ˜±a
τ± + χ˜01
✲
✲
Since the spin-1/2 neutralino is polarized through its production as described in Sec. 4.3,
non–trivial spin correlations are generated between the decaying neutralino and the tau
lepton produced in the first step of χ˜0i decay. In order to describe the decay distribution
and tau polarization, we define a “starred” coordinate system, where the (x∗, z∗) plane is
still the production plane of the neutralino pair, but the neutralino χ˜0i momentum points
along the z∗ axis. The “starred” set of axes is thus related to the coordinate system used
in Sec. 4 through a rotation around the y = y∗ axis by the production angle Θi. In this
coordinate system, the polarization vector of the neutralino χ˜0i is
~P i = (P iT ,P iN ,P iL) in
the rest frame of the neutralino. The expressions for the polarization components are
given in Eqs. (26) and (27).
The angular distribution and the polarization vector of the τ lepton from χ˜0i decay is
given in terms of the polar and azimuthal angles θ∗2 and φ
∗
2 of the τ momentum direction
with respect to the neutralino momentum direction in the rest frame of the neutralino by
dΓ∓
dΩ∗2
=
g2λ1/2 Eτ
64 π2
(
|QRia|2 + |QLia|2
) [
1 + µτAiaT ± βτAiaL ~P i · sˆ∗3
]
, (34)
Pτ∓L =
±βτAiaL + (1 + µτAiaT )( ~P i · sˆ∗3)
1 + µτAiaT ± βτAiaL ( ~P i · sˆ∗3)
,
Pτ∓T =
(µτ +AiaT ) ( ~P i · sˆ∗1)− βτAiaN ( ~P i · sˆ∗2)
1 + µτAiaT ± βτAiaL ( ~P i · sˆ∗3)
,
Pτ∓N =
(µτ +AiaT ) ( ~P i · sˆ∗2) + βτAiaN ( ~P i · sˆ∗1)
1 + µτAiaT ± βτAiaL ( ~P i · sˆ∗3)
. (35)
Here,
Eτ =
mχ˜0
i
2
1 + m2τ
m2
χ˜0i
− m
2
τ˜a
m2
χ˜0i
 (36)
is the energy of the τ in the χ˜0i rest frame, µτ = mτ/Eτ , λ
1/2 ≡ λ1/2(1, m2τ˜a/m2χ˜0i , m
2
τ/m
2
χ˜0
i
),
and the tau lepton speed βτ is given by βτ = λ
1/2/
[
1− (m2τ˜a −m2τ )/m2χ˜0i
]
. Finally, the
three unit vectors sˆ∗1,2,3 are defined by
sˆ∗1 = (cos θ
∗
2 cos φ
∗
2 , cos θ
∗
2 sinφ
∗
2 ,− sin θ∗2) ,
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sˆ∗2 = (− sinφ∗2 , cosφ∗2 , 0) ,
sˆ∗3 = (sin θ
∗
2 cosφ
∗
2 , sin θ
∗
2 sinφ
∗
2 , cos θ
∗
2) . (37)
Note that Pτ∓T ,Pτ∓N ,Pτ∓L are the polarization components of the τ polarization vector
along the sˆ∗1, sˆ
∗
2, sˆ
∗
3 directions, respectively. Combining the three polarization components
leads to the τ polarization 3–vector
~Pτ∓ =
(µτ +AiaT ) ~P i +
[
(1− µτ )(1−AiaT ) ( ~P i · sˆ∗3)± βτAiaL
]
sˆ∗3 − βτAiaN ( ~P i × sˆ∗3)
1 + µτAiaT ± βτAiaL ( ~P i · sˆ∗3)
. (38)
The polarization 4–vector of the tau lepton in the neutralino rest frame can be obtained
by applying a Lorentz boost along the sˆ∗3 direction with the tau lepton speed βτ to the
4–vector (0, ~Pτ∓).
In the present work we will focus on the decay χ˜02 → τ∓τ˜±1 . If the χ˜02 is unpolarized
( ~P i = 0), only the polarization asymmetry A21L defined in the first Eq.(30) can be deter-
mined by measuring the longitudinal polarization of the tau lepton. Some limiting cases
are:
A21L (χ˜02 = W˜ 3) = −1 , (39)
A21L (χ˜02 = H˜01 ) = cos 2θτ˜ ,
A21L (τ˜1 = τ˜R) =
2 |N21|2 t2W − Y 2τ |N23|2
2 |N21|2 t2W + Y 2τ |N23|2
.
The GUT relation M1 ≃ 0.5M2 suppresses the value of |N21| in most of the parameter
space, but for |µ| > M2, |N23| is also suppressed. Even a small τ˜L component in τ˜1
can therefore change A21L significantly, making it a far more sensitive probe of SUSY
parameters than A11L .
If the polarization of the neutralino χ˜02 is sizable, which is possible only with the
longitudinal polarization of the e± beams, A21T and A21N become measurable. The explicit
expression of the numerator of A21N is
ℑm(QR21QL∗21 ) =
√
2 tWYτ sin
2 θτ˜ℑm(N∗21N∗23) (40)
−(Yτ/
√
2 ) cos2 θτ˜ℑm(N∗23(N∗22 +N∗21tW ))
−tW sin θτ cos θτ˜ℑm(N∗21(N∗22 +N∗21tW )eiφτ˜ )
+Y 2τ sin θτ cos θτ˜ℑm(N∗23N∗23e−iφτ˜ ) .
ℜe(QR21QL∗21 ) is the same with ℑm replaced by ℜe. The stau CP violating phase φτ˜ is
present in the last two terms of Eq. (40). Note that these terms are non–zero only in the
presence of nontrivial τ˜L − τ˜R mixing. This is not surprising, since φτ˜ is associated with
the off–diagonal elements of the stau mixing matrix (6). These two terms thus increase
with tanβ; this increase is particularly rapid for the last term, due to the factor Y 2τ , but
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this term is important only for tanβ > 20. On the other hand, if the U(1)Y gaugino mass
is real, which is true in our convention if gaugino mass unification also holds for their
phases, the first two terms in Eq.(40) are proportional to sin 2β, i.e. they become small as
tan β becomes large. Finally, recall that χ˜01,2 have to have significant higgsino components
in order to obtain a sizable χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production cross section, see Eq.(21).
¶ Therefore the
necessary conditions for our process to be sensitive to the phase φτ˜ are:
• sizable mixing θτ˜ in the stau sector, which is helped by large tanβ;
• sizable mixing between gauginos and higgsinos, which requires |µ| to be not too
much larger than M2.
5.3 Numerical results of tau polarization asymmetries
Before presenting numerical results of the tau polarization asymmetries for a sample
parameter set, some discussions of experimental issues are in order here. Since the final
state consists of two tau leptons with two LSP’s, the first question is how to determine
which τ lepton comes from the primary χ˜02 decay. For example, the negatively charged
τ− can be produced through the following two decay channels:
Decay I : χ˜02 → τ˜+1 τ− followed by τ˜+1 → χ˜01τ+, (41)
Decay II : χ˜02 → τ˜−1 τ+ followed by τ˜−1 → χ˜01τ−. (42)
If these two processes are indistinguishable, a substantial reduction of the efficiency is
inevitable; recall that the (almost purely longitudinal) polarization of the τ produced in
τ˜ decay depends only very weakly on φτ˜ .
In the rest frame of the χ˜02, the τ
− energy for Decay I is given by Eq.(36) with
i = 2, a = 1, whereas for Decay II it is distributed over
Decay II : Eτ− ∈ [γτ˜1E∗τ − βτ˜1γτ˜1 |~p∗τ | , γτ˜1E∗τ + βτ˜1γτ˜1 |~p∗τ |] . (43)
Here,
E∗τ =
mτ˜1
2
1 + m2τ
m2τ˜1
−
m2χ˜0
1
m2τ˜1
 (44)
is the energy of the τ lepton from τ˜1 decay in the τ˜1 rest frame, |~p∗τ | =
√
E∗τ −m2τ ,
γτ˜1 = Eτ˜1/mτ˜1 , βτ˜1γτ˜1 =
√
E2τ˜1/m
2
τ˜1 − 1, with
Eτ˜1 =
mχ˜0
2
2
1− m2τ
m2
χ˜0
2
+
m2τ˜1
m2
χ˜0
2
 (45)
¶However, if χ˜01 was higgsino–like, the χ˜
0
2 − χ˜01 mass splitting would be small, making the ordering
mχ˜0
1
< mτ˜1 < mχ˜0
2
assumed in this analysis implausible.
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being the energy of τ˜1 in the χ˜
0
2 rest frame. The boost to the lab frame will broaden
the energy distributions from these two decay chains. Nevertheless, for some choices of
parameters these ranges do not overlap. In such a situation the question which τ lepton
originates from the χ˜02 decay can be answered using the energies of two τ leptons. However,
the neutrino(s) produced in the decay of the τ limit(s) the measurement of the τ energy.
Especially in the decay modes τ → πν and τ → eνν, µνν, usually less than half of the τ
energy is visible. On the other hand, in the decays τ → ρν or τ → a1ν the substantial
mass of the ρ or a1 meson enhances the visible energy of the τ . Moreover, these decay
modes are known to be useful to measure the tau polarization [26, 27].
As remarked earlier, the situation is cleanest if the two τ energy distributions show
little or no overlap even after the boost to the lab frame. One safe case is when mτ˜1 is
close to either mχ˜0
1
or mχ˜0
2
. In this case the signal usually has one rather hard and one
rather soft τ so that the overlap of two τ energy distributions is not serious. Moreover this
signal is easy to distinguish from the possible background process e+e− → τ˜±1 τ˜∓1 followed
by τ˜±1 → τ±χ˜01 which tends to have either two soft tau’s (if mτ˜ is close to mχ˜0
1
), or two
hard ones (if mτ˜ is close to mχ˜0
2
).
The second issue is the measurement of τ polarization, which is analyzed through its
decay distributions with the decay modes τ → πν, ρν, a1ν, µνν¯, eνν¯. The τ → πν
decay mode is useful for determining the τ polarization only if the τ energy is known,
which is the case in e+e− → τ+τ− production studied at LEP, but not in our case. We
consider only the ρν and a1ν final states with the combined branching ratio of about 34%:
The energy distribution of ρ or a1 decay products can determine the ρ or a1 polarization
which can specify, in turn, the τ polarization [26, 27]. Unfortunately the efficiency of the
τ transverse polarization measurement is usually smaller than that of the τ longitudinal
polarization [29], and is further reduced as the τ energy increases. Since the τ− energy is
approximately proportional to the mass difference between χ˜02 and τ˜1, the following mass
spectrum is best suited to clearly probe AT,N :
mass
~
0
1
~
1 ~
0
2
The final issue is how to fix the parameters in the current situation without a single
signal of supersymmetric particles. Eventually we want to study the φτ˜ -dependence of
A21L,T,N . Varying the phase φτ˜ (through the phases Φµ and/or ΦA) while keeping all the
other fundamental parameters the same leads to different mass spectra in the neutralino
and stau sectors. This is not reasonable, since most likely these masses will be measured
earlier than the polarization observables we are considering. The neutralino and stau sec-
tor is determined by the parameters of Eq.(1), where the GUT relation |M1| = (5/3)t2WM2
is assumed. As noted earlier, m˜R is expected to be smaller than m˜L since τ˜R has no SU(2)
interactions. For definiteness, we fix
tanβ = 10, Φ1 = 0, |Aτ | = 1 TeV . (46)
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Figure 4: The longitudinal polarization asymmetry of τ− from Decay I. Parameters are
as in Eqs.(46) and (47).
We vary all the other parameters. Considering the optimal scenario for probing φτ˜ as
discussed above, we fix the neutralino and stau mass spectrum and stau mixing angle as
follows:
mχ˜0
1
= 80± 0.5 GeV, mχ˜0
2
= 140± 0.5 GeV, mχ˜0
3
= 225± 5 GeV, (47)
mτ˜1 = 130± 1 GeV, mτ˜2 = 210± 1 GeV, θτ˜ = −1.5 ± 0.02 .
This constrains the mass parameters [in GeV]:
M1 ∈ [81.8, 88.3], |µ| ∈ [206, 220], m˜R ∈ [122.5, 128.5], m˜L − m˜R ∈ [72, 82.5] , (48)
while the CP–violating phase φτ˜ is completely unconstrained.
Figure 4 presents the longitudinal polarization asymmetry of the τ− lepton produced
in Decay I, while Fig. 5 presents its transverse and normal polarization asymmetries.
Here AL,T,N ≡ A21L,T,N . The spread of the points for fixed φτ˜ is attributed to our choice of
SUSY scenario by fixing the neutralino and stau mass spectra within finite error margins,
rather than fixing the fundamental SUSY parameters. As can be seen from Fig. 4, this
procedure introduces some dependence of A21L on φτ˜ , mostly through the change of the χ˜02
decomposition. We had seen earlier that this quantity is very sensitive to various SUSY
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Figure 5: The transverse and normal polarization asymmetries of τ− from Decay I.
Parameters are as in Eqs.(46) and (47).
parameters. However, the spread of the points is too large to allow a good measurement
of φτ˜ . In contrast, Fig. 5 clearly shows that A21T and A21N are quite sensitive to φτ˜ . As
expected from Eqs.(30), they show complementary behavior: When |AN | ≃ 1 (particularly
when QR21 is almost real and Q
L
21 almost imaginary or vice versa), AT becomes minimized;
when |AT | ≃ 1 (particularly when both QR21 and QL21 are almost either real or imaginary)
AN becomes minimized.
6 Case studies
In the previous Section we saw that the polarization of the τ lepton produced in the
primary χ˜02 decay χ˜
0
2 → τ˜±τ∓ depends sensitively on φτ˜ through the polarization asym-
metries A21T,N . However, these quantities can be directly extracted from the measurable
τ polarization in the lab frame only if the event can be reconstructed completely. In the
case at hand this would be true (up to possible discrete ambiguities) if the masses of all
participating superparticles were known, and if the τ energies could be measured. Unfor-
tunately, even in τ → ρν, a1ν decays a significant fraction of the τ energy will usually be
carried away by the neutrino, making such an approach impractical.
In this Section we therefore discuss the τ polarization in the lab frame, as function of
kinematical variables that are also defined in the lab frame. To this end we have to boost
the τ 4–momentum, whose spatial component in the “starred” coordinate system points
in the direction of the unit vector sˆ∗3 introduced in Eq.(37), into the lab frame. In order to
describe the behavior of the τ lepton produced in the second step of the χ˜02 cascade decay,
we have to model τ˜1 decays in the τ˜1 rest frame as described in Sec. 5.1, and again boost
it into the lab frame. Altogether we thus have to integrate over five angular variables: the
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production angle Θ2 introduced in Sec. 4.2, and the angles θ
∗
1, φ
∗
1 and θ
∗
2, φ
∗
2 describing
τ˜1 → τχ˜01 and χ˜02 → τ˜1τ decays, respectively. This is done using Monte Carlo methods.
We chose two points in the parameter space defined by Eqs.(46) and (47). Both have
m˜L = 205 GeV , m˜R = 124 GeV , |µ| = 215 GeV . (49)
Set I conserves CP:
Set I : |M1| = 87.5 GeV , Φµ = 0 , ΦA = π ⇒ φτ˜ = π , (50)
while CP is violated for Set II:
Set II : |M1| = 84.3 GeV , Φµ = π
2
= ΦA ⇒ φτ˜ = π
2
. (51)
Note that |mRL|, and hence θτ˜ , is the same in both cases, whereas the phase φτ˜ changes.
We choose center–of–mass energy
√
s = 300 GeV, where the signal cross section is near
its maximum, and take PL = −0.8, PL = 0.6.
The resulting τ energy distributions are shown in Fig. 6. The (red) solid curve gives
the energy distribution for the “soft” τ from the primary χ˜02 decay, whereas the dashed
(blue) curve is for the “hard” τ lepton produced in the second χ˜02 decay step. As advertised
in Sec. 5.3, these two distributions do not overlap.‖ Moreover, the energy distribution
from e+e− → τ˜+1 τ˜−1 → τ+τ−χ˜01χ˜01 (dotted black curve) is also well separated from that
of the “soft” τ lepton from χ˜02 decay. Note that this last distribution is completely flat,
even though Fig. 3, which uses very similar parameters, shows that χ˜02 can be strongly
polarized. The energy of this τ lepton only depends on cos θ∗2: it will be maximal (minimal)
if cos θ∗2 = +1 (−1). Eq.(34) shows that after integrating over φ∗2, the χ˜02 decay distribution
only depends on the longitudinal χ˜02 polarization P2L, which according to the first Eq.(27)
is proportional to cosΘ2. Integrating over cosΘ2 will therefore lead to a vanishing average
P2L, and hence to flat energy distributions of the primary χ˜02 decay products. Since all
masses are (essentially) the same for our two sets, Fig. 6 is valid for both of them.
Fig. 7 shows angular distributions of the τ leptons from Decay I of eq.(43). The (red)
solid and (blue) dashed curves show the cross section as function of the cosine of the angle
between the e− beam direction and the direction of the soft and hard τ , respectively; the
corresponding distributions for Decay II can be obtained by sending cosΘ → − cosΘ.
The “soft” τ shows quite a pronounced forward–backward asymmetry. This can again be
explained from Eqs.(34) and (27). If χ˜02 goes in forward direction, cosΘ2 > 0, we have
P2L < 0 (see Fig. 3). Since A21L > 0, see Fig. 4, this means that the soft τ will be emitted
preferentially in the direction opposite to that of χ˜02, i.e. in backward direction. On the
other hand, if cosΘ2 < 0, we have P2L > 0, and the “soft” τ will be emitted preferentially
collinear with χ˜02, i.e. again in backward direction. The size of this effect depends on
‖At higher
√
s some overlap between these distributions does occur.
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Figure 6: Energy distribution of the “soft” (solid red) and “hard” (dashed blue) τ lepton
from χ˜02 decay, as well as for the τ lepton from τ˜1 pair production and decay (dotted
black). Parameters are as in Eqs.(46), (49) and (50).
A21L : Fig. 4 shows a smaller A21L for φτ˜ = π/2 (Set II), leading to a less pronounced
forward–backward asymmetry, as illustrated by the (red) dot–dashed curve. Finally, the
(black) dotted curve shows the cross section as function of the cosine of the opening angle
between the two τ leptons. This distribution peaks at small angles, as expected from the
discussion at the end of Sec. 2. However, this peak is not very pronounced, since the
boost from the χ˜02 rest frame to the lab frame is not very large. This distribution is the
same for Decay I and Decay II.
We know from the discussion of Sec. 5.3 that the main sensitivity to φτ˜ comes from
the components of the τ polarization that are orthogonal to the τ 3–momentum. In prin-
ciple, A21T and A21N are equally well suited to determine this phase. However, observation
of a CP– or T–odd quantity would clearly be a more convincing proof of CP violation
in the stau and/or neutralino sector. Our choice of beam polarization implies that the
initial state is not CP self–conjugate. On the other hand, since we are working in Born
approximation and are neglecting finite particle width effects, we can replace the T trans-
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Figure 7: Angular distributions of the τ leptons from χ˜02χ˜
0
1 production and decay. Pa-
rameters are as described in the text.
formation by the so–called naive T˜ transformation, which reverses the directions of all
3–momenta and spins, but does not exchange initial and final state. Recall, however, that
we define the e− beam to go in +z direction, whereas the transverse component of the
χ˜02 3–momentum defines the +x direction. In our coordinate system a T˜ transformation
therefore amounts to only changing the y components of all 3–momenta and spins; recall
that the y axis is the same in the original coordinate system of Sec. 4 and the “starred”
system introduced in Sec. 5.2. Practically speaking, the T˜ conjugate of some kinematic
configuration can therefore be obtained by simply sending φ∗1 → −φ∗1 and φ∗2 → −φ∗2. The
existence of T˜ , and hence CP, violation is established if some observable takes different
values for some configuration and the T˜ conjugate one. Note that these two configura-
tions result in the same τ energies; the angular variables whose distributions are shown
in Fig. 7 also remain unchanged.
The simplest such observables involve the triple product of three momentum or spin
vectors. The triple product of the momenta of the final–state leptons with the incoming
e− momentum has been studied in refs.[16]. This observable is sensitive to CP violation
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in the neutralino sector, but is not sensitive to φτ˜ : We saw above that the τ energy
distribution only depends on A21L , not on A21T,N . Here we therefore study the component
of the “soft” τ polarization that is normal either to the “event” plane defined by the e−
beam and the 3–momentum of this τ , or normal to the “ττ” plane spanned by the 3–
momenta of the two τ ’s in the final state. In both cases we also analyze the “transverse”
component of the τ polarization of the “soft” τ leptons that lies in this plane.
The dependence of the polarization of the soft τ lepton on its energy is shown in Fig. 8
for Decay I. The (black) dotted and dash–doubledotted curves show the longitudinal
polarizations for Set I and Set II, respectively. We see that it is essentially independent
of Eτ after integrating over the production angle Θ2. This component is boost–invariant,
up to terms of order m2τ . Its average value can thus be computed from Eqs.(34) and (35):
〈Pτ∓L 〉 ≃ ±
βτA21L
1 + µτA21T
, (52)
which well describes the numerical results of Fig. 8. Note in particular that this component
of the polarization has opposite sign forDecay II, where the “soft” τ is positively charged.
The (blue) dashed and lower solid curves show the transverse polarization in the
“event” plane for Set I and Set II, respectively. It clearly mirrors the behavior of A21T
shown in Fig. 5, being sizable and negative for φτ˜ = π, but small for φτ˜ = π/2. It has some
dependence on the τ energy, reaching its maximal absolute value for some intermediate
Eτ . This corresponds to small values of cos θ
∗
2, i.e. | sin θ∗2| ≃ 1, which in turn maximizes
the product ~P2 · sˆ∗1 that multiplies A21T in the second eq.(35); recall from Fig. 3 that P2L is
the potentially biggest component of ~P2. In contrast, the (blue) dot–dashed curve shows
that the transverse polarization in the “ττ” plane is small even for φτ˜ = π. We suspect
that such a small polarization, of less than 5%, will be very difficult to measure.
The upper (red) solid curve in Fig. 8 shows the τ polarization normal to the “event”
plane for Set II; since this is a T–odd quantity, it vanishes identically for Set I. It
again tracks the behavior shown in Fig. 5, being large and positive for φτ˜ = π/2. Also
like PτT,ev, it shows a pronounced extremum at intermediate values of Eτ . Note that the
product ~P2 · sˆ∗1, which is maximized in this region of phase space, now multiplies the
CP–odd quantity A21N in the last Eq.(35). The τ polarization normal to the “ττ” plane
(not shown) is always much smaller than that normal to the “event” plane.
Fig. 9 shows the same τ polarization components as in Fig. 8, as function of the
cosine of the angle between the incoming e− and outgoing τ 3–momenta. We see that the
longitudinal τ polarization depends quite strongly on this angle. A value of cosΘτ near
−1 is easiest to achieve if cos Θ2 ≃ −1 and cos θ∗2 ≃ +1, which results in ~P2 · sˆ∗3 > 0 after
integrating over φ∗2, so that both terms in the numerator of the first eq.(35) are positive.
In contrast, cosΘτ ≃ 1 is most easily achievable if cosΘ2 ≃ cos θ∗2 ≃ +1, which gives a
negative product ~P2 · sˆ∗3. For parameter Set II, where A21L is smaller, this even leads to
negative PτL in the forward direction. As before, PτL has to be reversed for Decay II.
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Figure 8: Energy dependence of the components of the polarization vector of the τ−
produced in Decay I. The transverse T and normal N components are defined either
with respect to the plane spanned by the e− and τ 3–momenta (subscript “ev”), or with
respect to the plane spanned by the 3–momenta of the two τ leptons in the final state
(subscript “ττ”). Phase φτ˜ = π (π/2) refers to parameter Set I (Set II).
The overall behavior of the transverse and normal components defined w.r.t. the
“event” plane again follows the behavior of A21T and A21N , respectively, as displayed in
Fig. 5. We saw above that these components reach their maximal values if | sin θ∗2| ≃ 1,
which implies small cos θ∗2 and also the lab system variable | cosΘτ | well away from unity.
On the other hand, we now see that the tranverse τ polarization defined w.r.t. the “ττ”
plane can reach up to 20% for parameter Set I, which however is still well below the
maximal value of |PτT,ev|.
Finally, we also investigated ~Pτ as function of the opening angle between the two τ
leptons in the final state. In all cases we find a very weak dependence on this angle. Note
that this angle is independent of the production angle Θ2, and only weakly dependent on
the χ˜02 decay angle θ
∗
2. We saw above that these two variables largely determine the τ
polarization. Integrating over them thus essentially reduces these polarizations to their
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average values.
7 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated associated χ˜01χ˜
0
2 production followed by the two–step
decay χ˜02 → τ˜±τ∓ → χ˜01τ+τ−. We have seen that the components of the τ lepton produced
in the first step of this decay that are orthogonal to the τ momentum are very sensitive to
the CP–odd phase φτ˜ in the stau sector. Much of this sensitivity survives after boosting
into the lab frame; the most sensitive region of phase space involves intermediate values
of both the τ energy and its angle with respect to the beam direction. In particular,
we found a CP–violating normal component in excess of 30% in certain regions of phase
space, if φτ˜ = π/2. Strong (longitudinal) beam polarization is crucial to find such large
CP–violating effects.
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Of course, this result depends on the assumptions we made. To begin with, we assumed
an “inverted hierarchy” where the first and second generation sfermions are very heavy.
This is a conservative assumption in the sense that it reduces our signal cross section
by about two orders of magnitude. On the other hand, it removes the otherwise very
stringent constraints on CP violation in the neutralino sector, in particular on the phase
Φµ of µ. It also implies that the decay mode we are investigating has branching ratio
near 100% if τ˜1 lies in between the two neutralinos. Here we analyzed a situation with
relatively small neutralino masses, where competing 2–body decay processes χ˜02 → χ˜01Z
or χ˜02 → χ˜01h are not open; however, for gaugino–like neutralinos (which generally have
sizable mass splittings) these competing decays have rather small branching ratios even
if they are allowed.
A second important assumption is that τ˜L − τ˜R mixing should not be too small. This
should be clear, since for vanishing mixing the phase φτ˜ looses its physical meaning. We
found that the rather moderate choice tanβ = 10 is quite sufficient for this purpose.
This value of tan β is already so large that the neutralino masses and couplings show
relatively little sensitivity to the phase Φµ. Our CP–odd observable is therefore indeed
mostly attributable to the stau sector.
We also assumed that τ˜1 is quite close in mass to χ˜
0
2. This makes it easy to decide on
an event–by–event basis whether χ˜02 decays into a positive or negative τ˜1, or equivalently,
which of the two τ leptons in the final state is produced in the first step of χ˜02 decay; note
that only this lepton can have sizable transverse and normal polarization components.
However, even if no distinction between the two χ˜02 decay chains was possible, the neces-
sary averaging would only reduce the transverse and normal polarization asymmetries by
a factor of 2.
Within the framework of inverted hierarchy models, our main assumption is thus that
χ˜02 → τ˜1τ 2–body decays are open but decays into τ˜2 are not. If this second decay
mode was also open, more decay chains would need to be investigated; if they cannot be
distinguished experimentally, one may have to average over them, which could lead to
further degradation of the τ polarization. However, in most SUSY models the region of
parameter space where mτ˜2 < mχ˜0
2
is rather small. On the other hand, mτ˜1 > mχ˜0
2
seems
quite feasible. If the competing χ˜02 2–body decays are also closed, χ˜
0
2 → τ+τ−χ˜01 would still
have a large, often dominant, branching ratio; in many cases virtual τ˜ exchange would give
significant contributions [30]. We therefore believe that in this case sizable polarizations
that are sensitive to φτ˜ can again be found. If the competing χ˜
0
2 2–body decays are open
but the decay into τ˜1 is not, χ˜
0
2 decays would not be a good probe of φτ˜ , since the final
state of interest would then only receive a very small contribution from virtual τ˜ exchange.
However, in this case one may still be able to extract this information from analyses of
the decays of heavier neutralinos, which of course would require a somewhat higher beam
energy.
We therefore conclude that neutralino decays into τ pairs offer a good, indeed probably
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the best, possibility to probe CP violation in the stau sector at e+e− colliders.
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